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ABSTRACT  
 
This paper uses crystals of bovine carbonic anhydrase (CA) and its acetylated variant to examine 
(i) how a large negative formal charge can be accommodated in protein-protein interfaces, (ii) why 
lysine residues are often excluded from them, and (iii) how changes in the surface charge of a protein 
can alter the structure and organization of protein-protein interfaces. It demonstrates that acetylation of 
lysine residues on the surface of CA increases the participation of polar residues (particularly acetylated 
lysine) in protein-protein interfaces, and decreases the participation of nonpolar residues in those 
interfaces. Negatively charged residues are accommodated in protein-protein interfaces via (i) hydrogen 
bonds or van der Waals interactions with polar residues or (ii) salt bridges with other charged residues. 
The participation of acetylated lysine in protein-protein interfaces suggests that unacetylated lysine 
tends to be excluded from interfaces because of its positive charge, and not because of a loss in 
conformational entropy. Results also indicate that crystal contacts in acetylated CA become less 
constrained geometrically and, as a result, more closely packed (i.e., more tightly clustered spatially) 
than those of native CA.  This study demonstrates a physical-organic approach—and a well-defined 
model system—for studying the role of charges in protein-protein interactions. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
This study uses the contact regions between molecules of bovine carbonic anhydrase (CA; 
E.C.4.2.1.1) in crystals of this protein as a physical-organic model system with which to study protein-
protein interfaces systematically. Four characteristics of the contact regions of crystals make them 
attractive as a subject for study: i) They are well defined structurally by X-ray and neutron 
crystallography. ii) They can be systematically modified through mutagenesis and/or chemical 
functionalization; these modifications often retain native protein structure. iii) Contact regions generate 
and define adjacent non-contact regions—regions that provide a set of examples of near-surface films or 
pools of water that might aid in understanding the role of water in protein-protein association. iv) A very 
large number of crystallographic data (from the Protein Data Bank) on protein-protein interfaces are 
now available. Understanding interactions between the surfaces of proteins in water is, more generally, 
important for understanding how molecular recognition controls the assembly of functional (and 
dysfunctional) multiprotein aggregates inside the cell. 
CA is a representative and experimentally tractable—although in some respects atypical—model 
protein. It has three characteristics that make it uniquely suited for carrying out a physical-organic 
examination of protein interfaces: i) It is structurally rigid; alterations to its surface, thus, tend not to 
alter its conformation.1,2 ii) All 18 lysine residues on the surface of CA can be acetylated. This 
acetylation results in a large increase in its negative charge (from Z = −3.4 for nonacetylated CA, to Z = 
−19 for peracetylated CA3; X-ray crystallography and circular dichroism spectroscopy indicate that this 
peracetylation does not alter the secondary or tertiary structure of CA).4,5 iii) Previous studies 
demonstrate that CA and many of its mutants can be crystallized.6 
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Because the structural attributes of CA are unique, the conclusions of this study apply 
specifically to this protein, and are not, in the absence of examinations of other proteins, general 
statements about protein-protein interfaces. This caveat not withstanding, CA provides an exceptionally 
well-defined model system with which to study these interfaces in order to examine biomolecular 
recognition events involving the surfaces of proteins outside of the active site. Pursuing a physical-
organic approach, we used X-ray crystallography to collect structures of CA with and without its 
positively charged, surface-exposed lysine residues acetylated; and using these structures, we examined 
how acetylation altered the organization and composition of crystal contacts.  
 
Background. Protein-protein association plays a central role in a range of biological processes, 
from the assembly of proteasomes and viral capsids to the binding of antibodies to antigens.7-9 These 
processes involve highly tuned structural motifs and/or constellations of amino acids that bind one 
another at specific positions (and with specific orientations). These protein-protein interactions are 
unquestionably important in biochemistry, but they are less well understood—as class of biomolecular 
recognition events—than are ligand-protein interactions. The heterogeneity and (generally) 
uncharacterizable topography of protein-protein interfaces10-12 make studies of the influence of 
systematic perturbations challenging; as a result, their biophysical rationalization, prediction, and 
synthetic reconstruction remain exceedingly difficult. 
Lysine is a particularly interesting residue to examine in the context of protein-protein 
association. Although it is generally excluded from the interfaces of multiprotein complexes, it is 
occasionally found in crystallographic interfaces.13-15 By examining the protein-protein interfaces that 
form with and without positively charged lysine (and, correspondingly, without and with electrically 
neutral acetylated lysine), we examined how the charge and chemical functionality of lysine groups 
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affects the position and chemical composition of crystal contacts (i.e., regions on the surface of a protein 
that are in contact with regions on the surfaces of neighboring proteins). 
 
Questions. This study addresses three questions pertaining to the influence of surface charge on 
the structure and organization of protein-protein interfaces: i) Can a protein with a large formal charge 
(i.e., Z = -19) be crystallized and, if so, how is that charge accommodated and/or compensated to enable 
stable protein-protein interfaces? ii) What attributes of lysine residues (e.g., flexibility or charge) cause 
their often-observed exclusion from protein-protein interfaces? iii) How does the conversion of a surface 
of a protein from “polyzwitterionic” to “polyanionic” alter the structure and organization of interfaces 
that result when the protein is crystallized?  
 
Experimental Design. We used acetic anhydride to acetylate the lysine residues of CA (this 
procedure is quantitative; see Supporting Information); we refer to crystals of the peracetylated variant 
as [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19. Capillary electrophoresis confirmed that all 18 residues were acetylated 
(Figure S1)16; X-ray crystallography allowed us to determine its structure, and, thus, permitted a 
comparison with the structure of wild-type CA,6 which we, hereafter, refer to as [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4. This 
comparison allowed us to study protein-protein interactions in which the structures of the contacting 
proteins is very similar, but in which the number of surface-exposed NH3+ groups differs by 18, and in 
which the net charge changes from close to zero (Z = -3.4) to highly negatively charged (Z = -19) (The 
small discrepancy between the number of lysine groups acetylated and the change in net charge in 
solution indicates that the removal of positive charges by peracetylation is partially compensated, 
possibly by changes in the pKa of carboxyl groups on the protein surface).3,4 The increase in net charge 
that results from acetylation—an increase that occurs through a decrease in the total number of positive 
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charges—is accompanied by a net decrease (by 18 NH3+ groups) in the net surface density of charged 
groups, and also by a change in the surface of the protein from more “polyzwitterionic” to more 
“polyanionic” upon acetylation. 
 
RESULTS AND DUSCUSSION 
 
Can a protein with a large formal charge (i.e., Z = -19) be crystallized?  
 
  Peracetylated CA can be crystallized, but with a different space group than native CA. We could 
successfully crystallize both [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19, although under slightly 
different conditions: [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4, 2.4 M ammonium sulfate in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH = 7.5, and a 
crystallization period of 2 weeks; and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19, 1.6 M ammonium sulfate in 50 mM Tris-
HCl, pH = 7.0, and a crystallization period of 3-6 months; see Supporting Information. X-ray 
crystallography shows that [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 have indistinguishable 
secondary and tertiary structures (the root-mean-square deviation between the heavy atoms of their 
aligned structures is 0.285 Å, and much of this difference originates from amino acids on the surface of 
the protein; Figure 1a), but indicates that crystals of these two proteins have different space groups: P61 
for [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 (PDBID: 1V9E) and P22121 for [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 (PDBID: 5EZT). Thus, the 
crystallographic interfaces between adjacent proteins in each structure are entirely different (Figure 1b). 
In the crystal of [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4, each molecule of CA contacts five adjacent symmetry mates; in the 
crystal of [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19, each molecule contacts eight symmetry mates.  
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Figure 1. (a) Backbone alignment of [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 (green) and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 (pink). (b) 
Representation of a unit cell: a central protein (pink) surrounded by its symmetry mates (green): [CA-
(NH3+)18]-3.4 (left) and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 (right). We considered two proteins to be in contact when 
there was buried surface area between them. 
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In crystals of proteins with large formal charge, how is the charge accommodated and/or 
compensated to enable stable protein-protein interfaces?  
 
  Peracetylated CA (the more negatively charged protein) buries more surface area in contact 
regions than does native CA. When proteins crystallize, they bury solvent exposed surface area in 
contact regions; we calculated the buried surface area (BSA) in crystallographic interfaces using Eq. 1, 
where ASAsolution is the accessible surface area—the area that can be contacted by a modeled solvent 
probe (see Supporting Information)—of a single protein in solution,  
 
  𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠        (1) 
 
and ASAcrystal is the accessible surface area of a protein in contact with its crystallographic symmetry 
mates (We calculated ASA by using the Shrake-Rupley algorithm;17 see Supporting Information). BSA 
increased by 1083 Å2 upon acetylation; this increase indicates that the crystal of [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 
buries more surface area—and thus has a smaller crystal void volume—than does [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 
(Table 1). This result is unexpected: [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 is a more highly charged protein, but forms 
a more compact crystal.  
  Acetylation increases the ratio of charged to uncharged, polar to non-polar, and polar (charged) 
to polar (neutral) groups in buried interfaces. To investigate the influence of acetylation on the amino 
acid composition of buried surface area, we defined the interface propensity (IP; Eq. 2),18 a metric for 
the tendency of an amino acid to be present in contact regions. This metric is uniquely useful with CA 
 
   𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 = ln 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏,𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝,𝑏𝑏     (2) 
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Table 1. The values of ASAsolution and BSA for proteins. The unit is Å2. 
 [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 
ASAsolution 11400.12 12087.26 
BSA 1678.18 2761.6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. The number of buried residues for each group in the crystals of each protein.  
 
 [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 
charged-polar 20 29 
uncharged-polar 
nonpolar 
16 
26 
34 
29 
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because its tertiary structure—and, thus, the composition of solvent-exposed amino acids—does not 
change after acetylation. In Eq. 2, fprotein,i is the fraction of surface-exposed residues of amino acid i (e.g., 
i = Lys for lysine residues), and fburied,i is the fraction of buried residues (i.e., residues in interfaces) that 
are residues of amino acid i (Table S2). To examine general trends in IP values, we classified the most 
common amino acids into three groups—charged (and thus polar: Lys, Arg, His, Asp, and Glu), 
uncharged and polar (Ser, Asn, Gln, Thr, and acetylated Lys, to which we assign the three-letter code 
Aly), and nonpolar (Val, Ile, Leu, Trp, and Phe)—and we examined the influence of acetylation on the 
summated IP value of each group. (The numbers of buried residues for each group in the crystals of both 
proteins appear in Table 2 and Table S2 in the SI). Figure 2a, which shows the results of these 
calculations, indicates that acetylation increases the propensity of polar—both uncharged and, 
remarkably, charged—residues to participate in contact regions, while decreasing the propensity of 
nonpolar residues to do so. 
  Contact regions accommodate charged residues through salt bridges and/or hydrogen bonds. 
The increased participation of charged residues in the crystal contacts of [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19—where 
proteins have a larger net charge than unacetylated CA, but fewer surface-exposed charged residues—is 
counterintuitive. To examine how charged residues might be differentially accommodated in the crystal 
contacts of [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19, we examined their interaction partners in each 
crystal. In the crystal contacts of [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4, most of the buried, negatively charged Asp and Glu 
residues (9 of 11) interact either with positively charged Lys or His residues or with negatively charged 
Asp residues (Figure 2b). In [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19, on the other hand, approximately half (9 of 18) of 
the buried Asp and Glu residues engage in similar interactions with charged amino acids, while the other 
half associate with polar residues, notably (and predominantly) Aly, which participates in six out of 
eight of these interactions (Figure 2c). 
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Figure 2. (a) The values of interface propensity—a metric for the tendency of amino acids to participate 
in interfaces—for three categories of residues (charged: Lys, Arg, His, Asp, Glu; uncharged-polar: Ser, 
Asn, Gln, Thr, Aly; nonpolar: Val, Ile, Leu, Trp, Phe), calculated for [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and [CA-
(NHCOCH3)18]-19; acetylation increases the propensity of charged residues to participate in interfaces 
and decreases the propensity of hydrophobic residues to do so. (b,c) Examples of different types of 
crystallographic interfaces in (b) [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and (c) [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 that involve Asp and 
Glu residues. The numbers with dotted lines denote the distances between neighboring residues. Colors 
denote atoms as follows: carbon (green), oxygen (red), and nitrogen (blue). 
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  Salt bridges between Asp or Glu and His or Arg are common between (and within) proteins. 
Interactions between Asp and/or Glu residues, which are less common, are often stabilized by hydrogen 
bonds. In [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19, however, these interactions involve side chains separated by 4-5 Å 
(which exceeds the 1.5-2.5 Å of a typical hydrogen bond) and are, thus, probably mediated by cations 
(e.g., Na+, NH4+), which are present at high concentrations in the crystallization medium. (These cations 
can engage in free energetically favorable interactions with Asp and Glu side chains, but often do not 
have occupancies that are sufficiently high to permit their resolution in crystal structures). Interactions 
between Asp or Glu and polar residues (notably Aly) seem, by contrast, usually to be mediated by 
hydrogen bonds—either direct (between side chains) or indirect (through molecules of water between 
those side chains)—and van der Waals forces. Accordingly, Aly residues—perhaps, because of their 
conformational flexibility (and prevalence)—may be more likely to participate in such interactions and, 
thus, be better able to facilitate the burial of (i.e., to associate with) Asp and Glu at interfaces.  
 
What attributes of lysine residues (e.g., flexibility or charge) cause their often-observed exclusion 
from protein-protein interfaces?  
 
Aly is more common in contact regions of [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 than is Lys in contact regions 
of [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4. Aly residues in [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 contribute much more to BSA (691 Å2) than 
do the Lys residues in [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 (173 Å2). The difference in contributions (518 Å2) suggests that 
Aly—perhaps as a result of its charge neutrality, increased surface area, and/or ambidexterity in 
hydrogen bonding—can more easily accommodate a range of binding partners in crystal contacts. 
  Aly is responsible for the increased participation of uncharged polar residues in the interfaces of 
[CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19. (That is, if the IP value for polar residues did not include contributions from 
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Aly, it would be similar between [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19. At interfaces, Aly 
interacts with both negatively charged residues, such as Glu and Asp (of which there are six), and with 
other uncharged-polar residues (predominantly Aly) and nonpolar residues (Leu and Tyr) —via 
hydrogen bonds and van der Waals forces. The size and conformational flexibility of Aly may, again, 
make it more likely—and more able—(than other amino acids) to engage in such interactions, 
suggesting that the charge of Lys—not its conformational flexibility—reduces its propensity to 
participate in the contact regions of proteins. 
 
 
How does the conversion of a surface of a protein from “polyzwitterionic” to “polyanionic” alter 
the structure and organization of interfaces that result when the protein is crystallized?  
 
  Acetylation has little influence on the size and geometry of crystal contacts, but reduces their 
charge complementarity. To investigate the influence of acetylation on the configuration and chemical 
composition of crystal contacts, we analyzed individual crystallographic interfaces (and the crystal 
contacts of which they are composed). For [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4, there are three crystallographic interfaces 
(which incorporate all five crystal contacts): two heterogeneous interfaces (A1-A2 and C1-C2) and a 
homogeneous interface (B-B). Similarly, for [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19, there are five crystallographic 
interfaces: three heterogeneous (A1-A2, D1-D2, and E1-E2) and two homogeneous (B-B and C-C; 
Figure 3a and Table S3). The crystal contacts from the two crystals have similar morphology. Their 
average gap volume index (the ratio of the surface area of an interface to the volume of a cavity between 
the surfaces that comprise that interface—a measure of shape complementarity) and size (BSAavg = 336 
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Å2 for [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4; BSAavg = 345 Å2 for [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19, respectively) are similar for the 
two crystals (See Supporting Information for full analysis). 
  The charge complementarity between opposing crystal contacts within each contact region—that 
is, the tendency of opposing interfacial charges to be complementary to one another—however, differ 
between [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19. We calculated the electrostatic complementarity 
(EC) for each crystallographic interface; EC is a metric for the correlation between (i) electrostatic 
surface potentials in a crystallographic interface and (ii) electrostatic surface potentials that account only 
for charges induced on one surface by the other (See Supporting Information). Figure 3b shows the 
results of our calculations; the EC values for the interfaces of  [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 are uniformly more 
positive and larger (0.10 ~ 0.13) than the EC values for the interfaces of [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 (-0.02 ~ 
0.08). These results suggest that Coulombic attraction (the origin of charge complementary) may guide 
the formation of crystal contacts in wild-type CA, but plays much less of a role in the formation of 
contacts in acetylated CA, where there are fewer positively charged residues (specifically, half of the 36 
available in native CA) available to complement opposing negatively charges. 
  The crystal contacts of [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 are more condensed than those of [CA-(NH3+)18]-
3.4. We hypothesized that crystal contacts, without the constraint of charge complementarity, might 
optimize the spatial density of their constituent atoms: That is, atoms involved in any particular contact 
might appear in more distinct, geometrically well-defined patches (rather than appearing in diffuse 
patches that permit opposing charges to interact). To test this hypothesis with [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 
and [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4, we used a hierarchical clustering algorithm to group atoms involved in crystal 
contacts by their proximity (Figure 4a and b). The idea: If a contacting region is spatially distinct, the 
algorithm will group its constituent atoms together; if not, it will divide them into multiple groups. For 
each crystal, we  
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Figure 3. (a) Illustrations of the crystal contacts for [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19. 
Different colors denote different contact regions. (b) Values of the electrostatic complementarity (EC) of 
various interfaces in the two crystal systems. A negative EC value means that the averaged correlation 
between the electrostatic surface potentials of two contacting atoms at a crystal interface is positive; they 
tend to have the same sign. If charges are randomly distributed, and there is no correlation between the 
surface potentials of two surfaces, the EC value would be zero. This plot shows that the charge 
complementarity of interfaces at crystal contacts decreases significantly upon acetylation.  
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limited the number of groups to the number of known crystal contacts (five for [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and 
eight for [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19). To test the performance of the clustering algorithm, we calculated S 
(the Jaccard index, Eq. 3), a metric for the overlap between group C (the algorithm-derived grouping of 
contacting  
 
  𝐵𝐵(𝐶𝐶, 𝐼𝐼) = 𝑛𝑛(𝐶𝐶 ∩ 𝐼𝐼)/𝑛𝑛(𝐶𝐶 ∪ 𝐼𝐼)      (3) 
 
atoms) and group I (the contacting atoms of a known crystal contact). In Eq. 3, n(𝐶𝐶 ∩ 𝐼𝐼) represents the 
number of overlapping atoms in sets C and I (i.e., the atoms present in the both sets), and n(𝐶𝐶 ∪ 𝐼𝐼) 
represents the number of total atoms (overlapping and non-overlapping) in sets C and I. If cluster C 
overlaps perfectly with crystal contact I, S = 1; if there is no overlap, S = 0. Figure 4c shows values of S 
for every combination of group C and crystal contact I. The highest value of each column (Sc) represents 
the best match between a specific cluster and a crystal contact; the highest value of each row (Sr) 
represents the best match between a specific crystal contact and a cluster. To determine representative 
performance indices for our clustering algorithm, we calculated 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐�  and 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐�  (the average values of Sc and 
Sr for the contact regions) for each crystal. The upper bound of 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐�  and 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐�  is 1; the lower bound is 1/n, 
where n is the total number of crystal contacts (see SI for proof). These indices (Figure 4c) suggest that 
the clustering algorithm is better able to identify atoms in the interfaces of [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 
(𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐� = 0.55 and 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐� = 0.57) than it is able to identify atoms in the interfaces of [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 
(𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐�  = 0.44 and 𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐� = 0.43). This result suggests that crystal contacts, when less constrained by the 
requirement of charge complementarity, tend to appear in more distinct patches (i.e., they optimize the 
proximity of their constituent atoms).  
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Figure 4. (a) 2-dimensional topological maps of interface atoms, the atoms with a non-zero BSA value, 
for [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and (b) [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 with denotations of the actual crystal contact (color) 
and artificially generated clusters (rectangles of dotted lines). For the generation of the maps, we first 
projected a 3-dimensional atomic coordinate of each contact onto its principal surface, and then arranged 
those maps for each contact in a single plane. The distances and orientations of the maps between 
different crystal contacts are arbitrarily determined for clear visualization. (c) Overlap matrix for [CA-
(NH3+)18]-3.4 (left) and that for [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19 (right) where the maximal values for each row (Sr) 
and column (Sc) are shown at the right and bottom of each matrix. The lower right cell averages 
maximum values of each row and each column. Shades of blue indicate the extent of overlap SIC 
between crystal contact I and cluster C.  
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CONCLUSIONS  
 
  This study uses CA as a physical-organic model system with which to study the influence of 
surface charge on the structure and composition of crystallographic interfaces. It shows that 
peracetylated CA—a protein with a net formal charge of -19 at pH 8.4; an empirical value established in 
solution by capillary electrophoresis—is capable of assembling into a stable crystal. By comparing the 
crystallographic interfaces of acetylated and nonacetylated crystals, we determined how acetylation 
causes the composition and organization of those interfaces to change. Acetylation of lysine residues has 
three significant effects on crystallographic interfaces: (i) It increases the participation of charged and 
uncharged polar residues—and decreases the participation of nonpolar residues—in crystal contacts 
(relative to the contacts of nonacetylated CA). This shift likely results from van der Waals and/or 
hydrogen bonding interactions between negatively charged residues and Aly, which seems to play an 
important role in accommodating the burial of negative charge; (ii) Aly participates much more in 
crystal contacts than does Lys; this difference results in the increase in total buried surface area in 
crystal contacts upon acetylation. (iii) The crystal contacts of peracetylated CA become less constrained 
geometrically (perhaps, as a result, of their decreased dependence on charge complementarity) and, as a 
result, more closely packed (i.e., more spatially distinct) than those of native CA.  
  We note: The protein-protein interactions that give rise to crystals are generally weaker than—
and involve interfaces that are morphologically distinct19 from—the protein-protein interactions that 
permit biological function. Crystals of proteins therefore normally form in vitro at concentrations of 
protein that are much higher than those found inside the cell. However, for both types of interactions—
the protein-protein interactions that occur in vivo and those that result exclusively from protein 
crystallization—the forces that cause assembly—forces reflecting the hydrophobic effect, Coulombic 
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attraction, hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals interactions—are the same.19-22 In studying how 
alterations to the chemical functionality of protein surfaces influence interactions between proteins in 
crystals, we can, thus, begin to understand how similar alterations might influence interactions between 
proteins inside the cell.23-27 
  The acetylated protein has several possible ways of compensating the large formal charge 
generated by acetylation: (i) The values of pKa of carboxylic acids on the surface of the protein might 
increase (relative to their values in the nonacetylated protein) and, thus, cause those acids to be 
uncharged under the conditions of crystallization. (ii) Opposing negative charges in crystallographic 
interfaces might be neutralized—or bridged—by cationic species (e.g., Na+, NH4+) in the crystallization 
medium. (iii) The negative charges might be screened by opposing uncharged-polar residues. In this 
study, we observed that most negative charges in crystallographic interfaces tend to be associated with 
uncharged polar residues (mainly Aly) and/or bridged to opposing negative charges via intermediary 
cations. (Again, we did not observe cations in the crystal structure, but the absence of an observable 
electron density for these ions does not indicate that they are not present). The influence of acetylation 
on the pKa’s of surface-exposed residues remains to be evaluated in future work.   
  Results of this study suggest an unanticipated rationalization for the infrequent (observed across 
many proteins) participation of lysine in crystallographic interfaces. Previous studies have attributed the 
infrequent participation of Lys in interfaces to the entropic cost of restricting its highly mobile side 
chain.14,28 This proposal seems to be incompatible with our results (for the specific but very well-defined 
comparisons of [CA-(NH3+)18]-3.4 and [CA-(NHCOCH3)18]-19), which show that Aly groups, which have 
a conformational flexibility similar to or greater than that of Lys, make a large contribution to the buried 
surface area of interfaces. The presence of Aly groups in interfaces, thus, suggests that the infrequent 
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participation of lysine in crystal contacts may result more from its positive charge than from the entropic 
penalty associated with immobilizing it. 
  The results of this study also emphasize the significant role of surface charges in mediating 
interactions between proteins,29,30 and suggest that charges, as a constraint in determining protein-
protein interfaces, might be modulated (or reduced) to control biomolecular recognition. We showed 
that acetylation of positively charged lysine residues gives rise to new protein-protein interfaces, which 
are less complementary electrostatically but which involve contacts that are more well-defined 
geometrically.  
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